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ABSTRACT 
Glanceable visuals enable quick and easy visual informa-
tion uptake, thus enabling users to monitor secondary tasks 
while they multitask or divide attention. However, little is 
known about how to best design visual information for di-
vided attention situations. We present two experiments to 
address this question, which differ from past work in three 
ways: (1) We study information uptake speed for peripheral 
displays in dual-task situations; (2) we examine a wide 
range of renditions (graphic objects or text) inspired by 
existing displays, differing in both visual complexity and 
the degree to which they convey common meanings; and 
(3) we investigate how recognizable renditions are together 
as a set, and how this changes with different set sizes. Our 
main contributions are best practices for the design and 
evaluation of glanceable visuals, intended to help designers 
create better peripheral displays to support multitasking. 

Author Keywords: Information visualization, glanceable, 
peripheral displays, abstraction, multitasking 

ACM Classification Keywords: H5.2 User Interfaces–
Graphical user interfaces. H5.m Miscellaneous. 

INTRODUCTION 
Managing multiple tasks and interruptions is a challenge for 
information workers, who typically balance 10 basic units 
of work at once, spend 3 minutes on a task before switch-
ing, and are interrupted about once per task [7, 11]. Because 
glanceable displays require less attention, they better enable 
users to monitor secondary tasks while multitasking [15].  

Little is known about how to best design glanceable visuals 
for performance-oriented, peripheral displays. By glance-
able, we mean enabling quick and easy visual information 
uptake, which is equivalent to Mullet’s immediacy principle 
for design [19]. Our contribution is determining which vis-
ual characteristics of glanceable renditions of information 
best improve multitasking performance. It is commonly 
believed that simple peripheral display designs are better, 
but is there such a thing as too simple (e.g., geometric 
shapes to represent email sender groups [24])? It is also 
commonly believed that designs should intuitively convey 
their intended meaning to users without training. Are there 
situations when it is better for displays not to do so (e.g., 
items in a beach scene representing various streams of in-
formation [20])? Existing peripheral displays challenge 
common design principles and more knowledge is needed 

to inform the effective use of very simplified visuals and 
indirect mappings that the user memorizes. From here for-
ward, we use the term renditions to describe individual 
graphic objects or text used to convey categorical informa-
tion to a user, which we test in our experiments. 

To inform the design of glanceable visuals, we focus on 
studying abstraction. The term abstract has been inconsis-
tently used to describe the way peripheral displays convey 
information. Renditions have been called abstract for two 
distinct reasons: (1) less visual complexity (reduced detail), 
or (2) less symbolism (less capable of conveying common 
meanings [1]). Complexity and symbolism are two continu-
ous characteristics that create a space for the design of pe-
ripheral displays (Figure 1). For example, if a rendition is 
high-symbolism (e.g., a picture of coworkers standing for 
“coworker” as in the top-right of Figure 1), then a simple 
rendition (e.g., a drawing) is more abstract and a complex 
rendition (e.g., a photo) is less abstract. Similarly, low-
symbolism renditions (e.g., the colored square, left side of 
Figure 1) are more abstract than high-symbolism renditions 
(e.g., the ‘c’, right side of Figure 1).  

Another important issue in the design of glanceable dis-
plays is how renditions will fit together as a set and still 
remain individually recognizable, and how this changes 
with the set size. For example, variations on a simple, low-
symbolism visual like a colored square might effectively 
represent a few email sender groups, but would the same 
format be effective for many? Past work surveys peripheral 
display taxonomies and suggests that symbolism and rendi-
tion set sizes are important considerations, categorizing 
displays using similar concepts [21]. 

Our main contributions are best practices for the design and 
evaluation of glanceable visuals based on empirical and 
qualitative results from two experiments: (1) The Unlearned 
Study compares many renditions users have not seen be-
fore; and (2) the Learned Study compares renditions that 
users learn to identify in sets of 3 or 7. Renditions vary in 
visual complexity (we shorten this term to complexity) and 
symbolism, two important tradeoffs in the design of glance-
able displays. Among our key findings are that qualitative 
ratings are especially important, high-symbolism renditions 
only lead to improved performance when unlearned, and 
simple renditions lead to improved performance for learned 
renditions but people tend to like complex renditions more 
for larger set sizes. These contributions provide design and 
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Figure 1: Design tradeoffs (simple�complex and low�high symbolism) populated with “co-
worker” renditions selected for the Unlearned Study. Celebrity photo is from mov-
ies.yahoo.com, beach design is from InfoCanvas [20], top-right quadrant images are Microsoft 
clipart, abstract art was redrawn to protect copyright. 

 

Figure 2: Mockup of an email display enhanced with a glanceable 
sender group rendition from our studies. 

evaluation knowledge that will enable designers to create 
better peripheral displays to support multitasking. 

Our studies focus on the email domain, which can benefit 
greatly from glanceable displays. People are often dis-
tracted by email, which can harm their productivity [7]. At 
the same time, email is an important work tool that often 
requires regular monitoring. Knowing whether a new email 
is important enough to interrupt the current task or can be 
ignored could significantly improve a user’s ability to main-
tain task flow and resume tasks at opportune times [15]. 
Studies have shown that knowing which group a sender 
belongs to (e.g., coworker, family, etc.) is an important fac-
tor in deciding when to read a message [8]. Our experi-
ments compare various sender group renditions that could 
replace or enhance existing email notifications or displays 
(see Figure 2 for an example). Though we map our rendi-
tions to email sender information, we study characteristics 
of these renditions that can be applied to other applications. 

A difference between our work and past work is that we 
aimed to gather practical design knowledge by studying a 
wide range of renditions, all relevant to a real issue (email). 
To alleviate concerns of confounds, we chose renditions to 
evenly cover the tradeoffs, complexity and symbolism 
(Figure 1). Our results include several correlated metrics 
that reduce the suspicion of confounds. 

We define the scope of our studies in four ways. First, we 
focused on performance-oriented displays. Second, we 
studied glanceability rather than peripheral vision. Though 
some renditions afforded peripheral vision with practice, we 
let users identify renditions in the way they chose – using 
focal or peripheral vision. Third, we studied information 

uptake rather than attention capture. 
Our studies consistently had stimuli 
appear abruptly, which can be 
expected to evoke a response; 
however, this effect was constant 
across conditions and should not 
mask differences in information up-
take. Finally, our study was not 
purely an icon design study. An icon 
is defined as a picture than resembles 
the thing it represents [18]. We 
compared various icons and symbols 
(a design with an arbitrary 
relationship with the thing signified; 
e.g., text, colors [18]) to recommend 
the most glanceable visuals for a 
categorical piece of information. 

 

Overview 
We now turn to relating our studies to work on peripheral 
display studies, cognitive science, human factors, semiotics, 
and design. Then we describe our formative work exploring 
glanceable design tradeoffs and selecting designs through 
interviews and pretesting. We then present our experimental 
designs and results. We discuss best practices that emerged 
from our studies and several unexpected findings. We con-
clude with a discussion of future work. 

RELATED WORK 
Three characteristics distinguish our research from past 
work: (1) We study information uptake speed for a periph-
eral display in a dual-task situation; (2) we examine a wide 
range of renditions inspired by existing displays, differing 
in visual complexity and symbolism (Figure 1); and (3) we 
investigate how recognizable renditions are together as a 
set, and how this changes with different set sizes. 

The design of glanceable visuals is informed by research in 
many areas: cognitive science, human factors, semiotics, 
and design. Since this literature is too large to survey here, 
we list the most relevant empirical results in Table 1, in 
which empty cells highlight open questions. Though em-
pirical studies have explored identification and/or search 
speeds of text [5], color [6], high-symbolism icons [17], and 
combined text and high-symbolism pictures [2], the effects 
of using these visuals in peripheral displays is unknown. 
Visual search studies (upon which many of the empirical 
results are based) are not representative of actual usage of 
peripheral displays. Empirical studies of peripheral displays 
in HCI literature have addressed issues tangential to those 
studied in this work. For example, a single-task study of the 
InfoCanvas display showed that pictorial renditions enable 
recall of more info than text or Web portal displays [20]. A 
dual-task study showed that finding items on a peripheral 
displays may not significantly hinder a primary task [22]. 
However, most dual-task empirical work to date has been 
on interfaces for safety-critical situations like flying or driv-
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Table 1: Summary of results from related empirical studies. 
  1 Task >1 Task 

High-symbolism icons can be processed faster than 
text (1 task) / similar to text (>1 task). 

[5] [5] 

un
le

ar
ne

d 

Text can be processed faster than low-symbolism 
pictures. 

[5] [5] 

High-symbolism icons can be processed faster than 
text (>1 task). Text can be processed faster than 
low-symbolism (1 task). 

[14] [5] 

Color leads to faster search & mixed code identifi-
cation accuracy compared to size, brightness, geo-
metric shapes, & other shapes. 

[6]  [6] 

le
ar

ne
d 

Color’s beneficial effects lessen with learning. [6] [6]  

Concrete (depicts a real object) vs. abstract icons*: 
concrete lead to faster search times unlearned and 
have no effect when learned. 

[17]  

bo
th

 

Complex vs. simple icons*: complex lead to slower 
search & identification, unlearned & learned. 

[17]  

*All icons were symbolic and black & white. 

ing. Note that these applications are fundamentally different 
from peripheral task monitoring for information workers. 
Further, visuals used in past human factors and icon design 
studies are not characteristic of the visuals in existing pe-
ripheral displays, largely because they have focused on 
icon-function relationships rather than conveying informa-
tion for secondary task monitoring. This leaves open the 
exploration of lower-symbolism renditions that may quickly 
convey information. 

Applications that make excellent use of low-symbolism 
renditions for multitasking have been evaluated: the Scope 
[24] (email, instant messaging, alerts, calendar) and Info-
Lotus [27] (email). Studies of these systems show that low-
symbolism renditions can be effective for performance-
oriented displays. Our results will inform the design of 
similar displays using low- and high-symbolism renditions. 

From a rich body of empirical work (partially listed in 
Table 1), icon design guidelines have been created for in-
vehicle usage [3] and public information [28]. Both guide-
lines stress the importance of universal interpretability by 
using high-symbolism, simple drawings, because they as-
sume viewers will have little or no training with the icons. 
Glanceable display users will often learn the interface, so 
these design guidelines are of limited applicability here. 

In a past study [15], we explored the effects on desktop 
multitasking performance of three abstraction techniques 
used in peripheral displays. Results showed that the periph-
eral display enabling the best performance showed informa-
tion relevant to switching tasks, combined with a simple 
visual cue to signal changed content. In a past, single-task, 
visual search study [14], we compared learned text, nu-
meric, and simple + low-symbolism renditions of map in-
formation. Results showed that text led to the fastest search 
times. A critical next step is understanding how to convey a 
wider range of task information with glanceable visuals, an 
issue we address in this work. 

Several designers suggest approaches to creating glanceable 
visuals. Kosslyn argues that glanceability is increased when 
design elements used to convey information are quickly 
identified and easily related to the content they represent 
[13]. Mullet’s immediacy principle for effective renditions 
[19] (i.e., a rendition’s ability to quickly convey intended 
meaning) is equivalent to glanceability. To accomplish im-
mediacy, Mullet recommends designs that are “reduced to 
the essence of the underlying sign through a process of 
simplification and abstraction.” To better understand the 
techniques used by designers to accomplish glanceability in 
visual interfaces, we interviewed designers. 

INTERVIEWS WITH DESIGNERS ON GLANCEABILITY 
To inform our studies, we interviewed 9 designers about 
how to design for glanceability: 3 professional designers, 2 
professors of design, and 4 graduate students with design 
experience. We showed interviewees (directly, not by 
glancing) 30 email peripheral displays we created that used 
different visual variables (e.g., shape, color, size, etc.) to 
represent email sender groups (e.g., coworkers, family, 
etc.). We derived the list of visual variables from prior work 
on design variables [1, 9] and by examining many existing 
peripheral displays [16]. We asked participants which vari-
ables best conveyed email sender group information. Par-
ticipants did not like the email renditions based on a single 
variable, such as the orientation of a single black line or the 
color of a square. They felt that complex visuals could be 
valuable for conveying information. This motivated us to 
study a wide range of renditions (a few variables, simple 
and complex pictures, and text) rather than drawing from a 
single design variable with a large range of values. 

Designers also shared their opinions on the general princi-
ples that contribute to glanceable design. The common 
themes were as follows: (1) visual renditions should logi-
cally match viewer expectations (e.g., strong match: 
red=hot; weak match: square=hot), since this will reduce 
learning effort; (2) renditions should use abstraction, sim-
plifying information to its essential qualities to reduce cog-
nitive load for interpretation; (3) visuals are easier to 
distinguish when they are distinct; and (4) consistency 
should be maintained among design elements (e.g., use a 
similar design language for renditions of email senders). 

Most of these themes are common interface design princi-
ples, as evidenced by their application in many existing 
peripheral displays [15, 20, 21, 24, 27]. However, it is not 
clear how renditions should “use abstraction” to accomplish 
glanceability, a question we probe in our work. 

RENDITION EXPLORATION AND SELECTION 
The goal of our design exploration was to create rendition 
sets that demonstrate major tradeoffs in the design of 
glanceable displays: complexity, symbolism, and set size 
(see Figure 1). We study two types of high-symbolism ren-
ditions: pictorial renditions that map directly to meaning; 
and text, which is not pictorial but highly learned. We ex-
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Table 2: Design sets for the Learned Study. Smaller than actual size used in study. 
low-
symbolic, 
simple        
high-
symbolic, 
simple        
high-
symbolic, 
complex 

      
text supervisor coworker admin subordinate family friend stranger 

plored two other characteristics of renditions: subject (peo-
ple, objects, situations/ideas, shapes, text) and technique 
(photographs, complex illustrations, simple illustrations, 
text). Subject was based on a classic semiotics classification 
of signs [18]: icon, index, symbol, and metasymbol. 

Sets of renditions for email sender groups were constructed 
for up to seven sender groups found in [8] (with slight 
changes): supervisor, coworker, admin, subordinate, friend, 
family member, and stranger (see Table 2 for examples). 

Multiple rendition sets were initially used in order to ex-
plore the tradeoff continuums. Renditions were next pruned 
to one set for each combination of simple vs. complex, low 
vs. high-symbolism, subject, and technique used that made 
sense (e.g., text and abstract art were not varied by subject). 
The result was 32 sets (5 renditions per set, 160 total). 

To narrow down the rendition sets for our studies, we pre-
tested the initial 32 rendition sets with 10 participants (af-
filiated with a university) using surveys and a pilot of the 
Unlearned Study (identifying unlearned renditions on a 
peripheral display while doing a manual tracking task). 
Based on our results, we chose the 14 sets that led to the 
highest identification accuracy and user ratings among oth-
ers positioned similarly in the tradeoff space: 6 simple, 6 
complex, and 2 text; 3 low-symbolism (16-29% average 
accuracy per set), 3 medium (42-77%), 6 high (84-100%), 
and 2 text. Figure 1 shows the renditions of the sender 
group coworker from these 14 sets. 

Despite a relatively small number of participants, results 
from the pretest clarified the most important design charac-
teristics for the study. First, we found a significant main 
effect of symbolism (low v. med v. high v. text) for all met-
rics except primary task error time. For complexity (simple 
v. complex v. text) we found main effects for glance times 
and all qualitative metrics except adoption. Differences 
among renditions with respect to subject and technique 
were largely driven by variations in shape and text that 
were better categorized by our symbolism factor, so we 
removed them from consideration in experiments. Finally, a 
factor analysis of qualitative ratings (users rated renditions 
on interpretability, memorability, perceptibility, aesthetics, 
and likelihood to adopt) resulted in three factors driven by 
interpretability, aesthetics, and likelihood to adopt. These 
were the final ratings used in the remaining experiments. 

DUAL-TASK LABORATORY STUDIES 
We conducted two studies exploring three tradeoffs in de-
signing glanceable visuals: complexity, symbolism, and the 
number of renditions in a set. In the Unlearned Study, we 
tested unlearned renditions, exploring how symbolism af-
fects user performance and opinions. In the Learned Study, 
we tested different numbers of learned renditions, exploring 
how symbolism, complexity, and the number of renditions 
to be memorized affects user performance and opinions.  

Experimental Setup and Tasks 
We ran both studies on a dual-monitor system. Both screens 
were set to 1280 x 1024 resolution. Users provided input 
with a keyboard and infrared mouse. The primary task was 
on the focal monitor (placed directly in front of the user). 
The email peripheral display was on the second monitor 
(placed to the right of the focal monitor). The primary task, 
“the Circle Game,” was a classic continuous manual track-
ing task [26], where users attempted to keep a blue dot in-
side a randomly moving red circle. Error time measured the 
total amount of time the blue dot was outside the red circle. 
The software automatically adjusted the diameter of the red 
circle to keep the user’s error time per minute below 1.9 
seconds. Automatic adjustment compensated for differential 
user abilities and fatigue during testing, but did not affect 
error time while a rendition was visible. 

A new rendition abruptly appeared on the peripheral display 
every 10-15 seconds. Non-text renditions were 1¼ inches 
on their longest side; text stimuli were rendered using Arial 
18 pt. bold font. Users identified a rendition by pressing a 
keyboard key. The keyboard was covered with a paper 
mask to expose only keys needed for the study. For set size 
3, 3 keys were visible. For set size 7 (Learned Study only), 
the same 3 keys (each mapped to one sender group for a 
single-press and a second sender group for a double-press) 
plus the space bar were used. To control for double-press 
errors, we removed data points when the user incorrectly 
identified the rendition. Training enabled users to make 
these key-to-sender group mappings fluently. 

Users were shown a point total at the end of the test, en-
couraging them to get the highest point total possible. 
Points were accrued for error-free Circle Game perform-
ance and for faster identifications of renditions on the pe-
ripheral display. To discourage errors, when the user 

identified a rendition incorrectly, 
both monitors blacked-out for 2 
seconds (pausing the tasks so errors 
did not accrue). 

Participants 
We recruited students and staff from 
two large universities and commu-
nity members who used the com-
puter and email regularly. Twenty-
six users completed the Unlearned 
Study, (14 female); ages ranged 
from 19 to 41, with an average of 
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25; they had used a computer for an average of 13 years; 
and all but three checked email several times a day. For the 
Learned study, 49 different users (31 female) were split into 
two groups. Ages ranged from 18 to 53, with an average of 
24; they had used a computer for an average of 12 years; 
and all but four checked email several times a day. Users 
received $10 (USD) for their time. 

Measures 
Dependent measures collected during the course of the 
study included peripheral processing time (time to first look 
at the display), glance time (time from the first glance to 
rendition identification), number of glances, primary task 
error time (duration of Circle Game errors while a rendition 
was visible), correct rendition identification rates, user 
qualitative ratings, and overall rendition preferences. 

Other than glance data and qualitative data, all measures 
were automatically collected via logging tools. Glance time 
was measured by videotaping the user’s face and the pe-
ripheral display. Video recordings were hand-coded (using 
software to step through frame-by-frame) to measure the 
time from the user’s first glance at a rendition to the user’s 
key press identifying the rendition. The number of glances 
at a rendition was also counted by video coding. 

UNLEARNED STUDY 
Unlearned renditions must be interpretable to be useful. The 
goal of the Unlearned Study was to help us understand in-
terpretability: (1) what characteristics made renditions 
quicker and easier to interpret; (2) how accurately rendi-
tions were interpreted (indicating their level of symbolism); 
and (3) to what degree interpreting new renditions dis-
tracted from the primary task. High correct identification 
percentages, low glance times, and primary task error times 
would indicate easy-to-interpret renditions. 

Understanding interpretability is important since not all 
renditions are learned. Many information sets are too large 
to easily memorize. Also, displays may need to convey rare 
or new information. Further, interpretability may help 
learning since it can provide meaning until users have op-
erationalized use of a display. Finally, it may increase adop-
tion since an easy-to-learn display may reduce frustration. 

Hypotheses 
We hypothesized that (1) higher-symbolism renditions 
would be faster and more accurate to interpret than lower-
symbolism renditions and (2) text would be fastest and 
most accurate to interpret (based on [5] in Table 1). 

Design 
Though symbolism is a continuum, we grouped our rendi-
tions into 4 levels for analysis. The study design comprised 
a 4-level, single factor (symbolism: low v. medium v. high 
v. text) within-subjects design. The assignment of rendi-
tions to the 4 symbolism levels was based on ad-hoc design 
knowledge and subsequently adjusted according to correct 
identification rates of renditions. Identification rates of 

symbols within each symbolism level did not differ signifi-
cantly, whereas the identification rates of symbols at differ-
ent levels of symbolism did differ significantly (by LSD 
post hoc test). Low-symbolism (correct identification 30-
39% of the time) included celebrity photo, abstract art, and 
colored square (see Figure 1). Medium (52-54%) included 
one face, two faces, and beach picture. High (74-92%) in-
cluded the remaining renditions and the text initial. Text 
(97%) included colored and black words. The presentation 
order of all renditions was counterbalanced across users. 

Method 
Users were run individually with an experimenter present. 
After introductions, the user started with a 5-minute prac-
tice trial (using renditions not selected from pretesting). 
Then users played the Circle Game while classifying 42 
renditions they had never seen into three categories: co-
worker, family, and stranger. Renditions were drawn from 
the 14 sets chosen after pretesting. Each rendition was used 
once. After the dual tasks, users completed a survey, rating 
each rendition set on a 5-point scale for interpretability, 
aesthetics, and how likely the user was to use the renditions 
in their email program (adoption). Last, we debriefed and 
paid users. Total session time was 30-40 minutes. 

UNLEARNED STUDY RESULTS 
We used a single-factor (symbolism) ANOVA with four 
levels to analyze the data presented throughout this section, 
unless otherwise stated. Where a significant main effect 
was found, LSD post hoc tests (alpha set to .05) were used 
to determine which means differed significantly. 

For qualitative results, we used data from all 26 users. We 
used dual-task data from 23 users – data from two users 
were removed due to English language and manual dexter-
ity issues, and data from one user was missing due to log-
ging errors. For video coding data (glance and peripheral 
processing times), two additional users were missing due to 
camera issues. As is standard practice, all time data were 
transformed into log times to render the distributions nor-
mal to deal with skew in the original data (except primary 
task error time, because the distribution was normal).  

Glance Time 
We removed outliers �4 standard deviations from the mean 
(4 of 857 cases). There was a significant main effect for 
symbolism, F(3,60)=4.5, p=.006. Text and high-symbolism 
led to significantly better times than low- and medium-
symbolism. See Figure 3a for a graph. 

Peripheral Processing Time 
Glance times (mean=34 ms) were a small part of total reac-
tion times (the time from when a rendition appeared to 
when the user identified it, mean=1931 ms). The additional 
time can be attributed to what we call peripheral processing 
time. We hypothesize that users began identifying a rendi-
tion before looking at it. If they failed to identify the rendi-
tion peripherally, they resorted to glancing (a hypothesis 
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Figure 3: Unlearned Study results by symbolism (low, medium, high, text). All metrics im-
prove as symbolism increases. A factor analysis proves these metrics are all correlated to the 
same phenomena, which we call glanceability. (Error bars depict standard error.) 

supported by results from the second study in which some 
renditions were processed entirely without glancing). This 
is consistent with theories of attention that describe a pre-
cognitive phase in which we attempt to recognize primitive 
features of a rendition before attempting focused recogni-
tion [23]. Reaction time is assumed to comprise attention 
capture + peripheral processing time + glance time + key 
press. The first component, attention capture via abrupt 
onset, is a constant perceptual effect, largely unaffected by 
rendition properties, that takes on the order of 100 ms [4]. 
For all further computations and discussion here, peripheral 
processing time will include attention capture. 

From total reaction time data, we removed outliers �4 stan-
dard deviations from the mean (13 of 1005 cases). To 
measure peripheral processing time, we subtracted glance 
time from reaction time in cases where both data points 
were available. We found a significant main effect for sym-
bolism, F(3,60) = 41.6, p<.001. Except for a non-significant 
difference between low- and medium-symbolism sets, ren-
ditions that were higher-symbolism led to significantly 
faster peripheral processing time. See Figure 3b. 

Primary Task Error Time 
We found a significant main effect for the influence of sym-
bolism, F(3,66)=3.5, p=.019. Text distracted from the pri-
mary task significantly less than the other three symbolism 
levels (by 153 ms), which were not significantly different 
from each other. See Figure 3a for a graph. 

Qualitative Ratings and Preferences 
Users rated interpretability, aesthetics, and adoption. For all 
three, there was a significant main effect for symbolism 
(interpret: F(3,78)=144.8, p<.001; aesthetics: F(3,78)=3.9, 
p=.012; adoption: F(3,78)=23.4, p<.001). See Figure 3c. 

Interpretation and adoption ratings increased with symbol-
ism, while aesthetics was unrelated to the other metrics (all 
metrics in Figure 3 are correlated). Users rated text signifi-
cantly higher than all other renditions for interpretability. 
High-symbolism were rated significantly higher than others 
for aesthetics. For adoption, text and high-symbolism were 
rated highest (not differing significantly from each other, 

but significantly higher than the others). Low- and medium-
symbolism received similar ratings for all metrics 

When asked to choose the two rendition sets they liked 
most, 16 out of 26 users chose the cartoon people (complex 
+ high-symbolism from Table 2), 11 chose the black & 
white pictures (simple + high-symbolism from Table 2), 8 
chose colored text, and 8 chose celebrity photos. When 
asked which rendition set they liked the least, 13 out of 26 
users chose abstract art and 10 chose the people photos. 
User preferences were somewhat like interpretability rat-
ings, but text and celebrity photos behaved differently. Text 
was less favored than high-symbolism renditions despite 
higher ratings, and the celebrity photo was surprisingly fa-
vored by 8 people despite very low ratings for low-
symbolism renditions. This indicates that user preferences 
may have been influenced by study task performance 
somewhat, but that other factors also impacted them. 

Summary 
Our results confirm our hypotheses: (1) higher-symbolism 
renditions were faster and more accurate to interpret than 
lower-symbolism (they also got higher qualitative ratings); 
and (2) text was the fastest and most accurate to interpret. 
Reaction times were composed mostly of peripheral proc-
essing time, while glance times were only a small part. 

LEARNED STUDY 
The purpose of the Learned Study was to help us under-
stand what characteristics of visual renditions make them 
faster and easier to perceive and interpret when different 
numbers of them are learned. Does symbolism matter? 
When fewer renditions are used, do simple renditions en-
able better performance than complex? When more rendi-
tions are used, what characteristics improve performance?  

To answer these questions, we compared the four sets 
shown in Table 2, which produced the best performance in 
the Unlearned Study. The three high-symbolism renditions 
(black & white pictures, cartoon people, text) enabled us to 
compare three levels of complexity (simple v. complex v. 
text). The two simple renditions (colored squares, black & 
white pictures) let us compare low- v. high-symbolism. 

Half of the users memorized and 
were tested on three renditions from 
each set; the other half memorized 
and were tested on all seven 
renditions from each set. 

Hypotheses 
We expected high accuracy for all 
learned renditions. Differences were 
predicted for reaction time, however. 
For small set sizes, we hypothesized 
that simple renditions would be fast-
est to identify (based on [17]). For 
large set sizes, we hypothesized that 
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complex + high-symbolism would be the fastest to identify. 

Regarding text, we hypothesized that (1) text would lead to 
equivalent identification time for small and large set size 
since the time to read a word is fairly constant; and (2) for 
large set sizes, text would be faster to identify than low-
symbolism renditions (based on [5]). 

Design 
Subjects in two groups defined by learned set size, saw 
high-symbolism stimuli varying in complexity and low-
complexity stimuli varying in symbolism. Hence the study 
comprised two sub-designs. The first was a 3 X 2 design 
with factors of complexity (low v. high v. text – all were 
high-symbolism) and set size (3 v. 7). The second design 
was a 2 X 2 design with factors of symbolism (low v. high 
– both were low-complexity) and set size (3 v. 7). One ren-
dition overlapped in the study designs: black & white pic-
tures were both low-complexity and high-symbolism. For 
both sub-designs, the first factor was within-subjects and 
the second between-subjects. We counterbalanced the pres-
entation order of all renditions across users. 

Method 
Users were run individually with an experimenter present. 
After introductions, the user completed a standard shape 
memory test [10]. To control for differences in ability to 
remember shapes, we split users into our two between-
subjects groups so that each group had similar distributions 
of shape memory test scores. Next, users completed a 5-
minute practice trial (using renditions not selected from the 
Unlearned Study) to get accustomed to the dual tasks. 

Users began the study with a training session in which they 
practiced identifying one set of renditions (either 3 or 7 
renditions per set). Training ended once the user correctly 
identified each rendition five times in a row. Users then 
played the Circle Game while identifying each rendition in 
the set three times each. Users repeated the training and 
dual-task trial four times: once for each set of renditions. 
Then they completed a survey, rating each rendition set on 
a 5-point scale for identifiability, aesthetics, and how likely 
they were to adopt the renditions in their email program. At 
the end of the session, we debriefed and paid users. Total 
session time was about 30 minutes for sets of 3 and 60 min-
utes for sets of 7. 

LEARNED STUDY RESULTS 
In keeping with our design, we performed two ANOVAs. 
The first was a 3 (complexity: simple v. complex v. text, all 
high-symbolism) X 2 (set size: 3 v. 7) ANOVA and the 
second was a 2 (symbolism: low v. high, both simple) X 2 
(set size: 3 v. 7). Set size varied between subjects, and 
complexity and symbolism varied within subjects. Where a 
significant main effect was found, LSD post hoc tests (al-
pha set to .05) were used to determine which means dif-
fered significantly. For all time data we removed all data 
points when the user incorrectly identified the rendition. 

Users correctly identified renditions most of the time for 
both set sizes (averages ranged from 93% to 98%), with no 
significant differences. These results indicate that the train-
ing was sufficient for users to memorize renditions. 

Glance Times and Number of Glances 
Simple renditions enabled users to avoid glancing by using 
peripheral vision. Out of 2772 total viewings, users used 
peripheral vision alone in 1074 cases (38.7%). Set size of 3 
afforded this better than set size of 7. For set size 3, 90% of 
colored square views were peripheral alone, 82% for black 
& white pictures, 38% for cartoon people, and 5% for text. 
For set size 7, 76% of colored square views were peripheral 
only, 51% for black & white pictures, 4% for cartoon peo-
ple, and 0% for text. 

Due to unbalanced data resulting from little use of foveal 
vision for simple renditions, glance time data were uninter-
pretable. Instead, we relied on total reaction times to de-
scribe the time required to identify renditions. 

Reaction Times and Primary Task Error Times 
Reaction time (RT) is the time from when the rendition 
appears in the periphery to when the user presses a key to 
identify it. We removed outliers �4 standard deviations 
from the mean (11 of 2944 cases) and transformed all task 
times into log times (a standard practice for time data, to 
account for skew). For high-symbolism renditions, there 
was a significant effect for complexity, F(2,90)=57.4, 
p<.001, and an interaction effect between complexity and 
set size, F(2,90)=12.5, p<.001. For set size 3, text was slow-
est, the simple black & white pictures were fastest, with the 
complex cartoons in the middle, F(2,46)=57.4, p<.001. For 
set size 7, text and cartoons were slowest (not significantly 
different from each other), and the black & white pictures 
were fastest, F(2,44)=7.8, p=.001. Effects of complexity 
were larger for set size 3 than for set size 7. When compar-
ing the low- and high-symbolism, simple renditions (col-
ored squares v. black & white pictures), there were no 
significant differences. See Figure 4a for a graph. 

For primary task error time data, we only observed a sig-
nificant effect for complexity, F(2,90)=3.7, p=.03. Simple 
and complex renditions led to significantly less error time 
than text, but the difference was very small (26 ms). 

Qualitative Ratings and Preferences 
Simple v. Complex (High-Symbolism). When black & white 
pictures (simple) were compared to cartoons (complex), 
there was a significant interaction between set size and 
complexity for identification (F(1,47)=4.8, p=.033) and 
adoption ratings (F(1,47)=6.0, p=.018). As Figure 4b 
shows, simple renditions were rated higher for set size 3 
(solid line) (identification: F(1,24)=4.7, p=.041; adoption: 
F(1,24)=8.2, p=.008), while they were not significantly 
different for set size 7 (dotted line). There was also a sig-
nificant effect of complexity for aesthetics ratings, 
F(2,94)=34.4, p<.001. Complex were rated highest for aes-
thetics (3.7), then simple (3.2), then text (1.9). 
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Figure 4: Learned: mean (a) reaction times, (b) user ratings. Solid line 
for set size 3; dotted line for set size 7. (Error bars show std. error.) 

Low- v. High-Symbolism (Simple). There was a main effect 
of symbolism for identification (F(1,47)=9.5, p=.003) and 
adoption (F(1,47)=5.2, p=.028). High-symbolism renditions 
(black & white pictures) were rated higher than low-
symbolism (colored squares), for both set sizes. 

Preferences. When asked to choose a favorite rendition set, 
most users (20 out of 49) chose the black & white pictures 
and the cartoons were second (13 out of 49). When asked 
which rendition set they liked least, 20 out of 49 users 
chose text and the same number chose the squares. Compar-
ing preferences across groups, the results mirrored these 
overall results, except users who saw set size 7 favored car-
toons and black & white pictures equally (8 out of 24 each). 

Summary 
Our results confirm that all renditions were identified with 
high accuracy. We confirm our hypothesis in the small set 
size case: simple renditions were fastest to identify. We 
reject our hypothesis for the large set size: complex + high-
symbolism renditions were not fastest to identify. For text, 
we reject both hypotheses: (1) identification with text was 
slower for the large set size than for the small; and (2) text 
led to slower reaction times than all other renditions. 

DISCUSSION 
Here we discuss what we learned from both studies about 
evaluating for glanceability, the impact of glanceable de-
sign on multitasking, the importance of user opinions, and 
unexpected results. It should be noted that our measured 
results are a proxy for true multitasking performance. A 
study of real-world use is required to confirm them. 

Overall, our results show that high-symbolism only im-
proves performance for unlearned renditions. As shown in 
Figure 4, when few renditions are learned (solid line), sim-
ple renditions improve performance and qualitative ratings. 
This closely mirrors prior single-task empirical results [17]. 
When many renditions are learned (dotted line in Figure 4), 
simplicity also improves performance, but not qualitative 
ratings. From set size 3 to 7, users’ ratings of complex rose 
and of simple fell enough to make the differences between 
then insignificant. Further, though low- and high-
symbolism renditions led to similar performance, low-

symbolism resulted in significantly lower user ratings. As 
we discuss below, we recommend that designers take these 
qualitative ratings seriously since performance differences 
are small (though similar in magnitude to past studies [17]). 

Evaluation of Glanceable Visuals 
To examine relationships among our metrics, we computed 
a factor analysis of Unlearned Study data based on correla-
tions between metrics, using rendition set as the unit of ob-
servation (the Learned Study included only 4 rendition sets 
– not enough to compute correlations). The analysis re-
sulted in two factors that explained 81.3% of the variance. 
The first factor (55.5% of variance) had large loadings from 
interpretation (.932) and adoption ratings (.892), correct 
identifications (.816), peripheral times (-.774), error times 
(-.659), and glance times (-.645). The second factor (25.5% 
of variance) was driven by aesthetics (.795). 

The factor analysis shows glanceability is a measurable 
phenomenon that encompasses all of our metrics except for 
aesthetics (indicating that aesthetics is not equivalent to 
likeability). This means that designers can evaluate 
unlearned glanceable visuals with qualitative metrics (after 
users use the interface in a divided-attention setting) instead 
of gathering empirical performance data. Results for both 
learned and unlearned renditions for set size 3 show that 
qualitative ratings go up as glance, peripheral, and error 
times go down. Set size 7 shows the opposite trend: as reac-
tion and error times increase, qualitative ratings also go up. 
At small set sizes, apparently, qualitative responses reflect 
ease of processing; at larger set sizes they reflect an as-
sessment of underlying processes that are relatively slow 
but contribute to a positive impression of performance. 
Overall, these results suggests that any of our metrics can 
be used to measure glanceability for smaller set sizes and 
that qualitative ratings are possibly most important for lar-
ger set sizes, since performance differences were not big 
enough to outweigh user opinions. 

Impact on Multitasking Efficiency is Minimal  
Primary task error and peripheral processing time data are 
indicative of a user’s ability to maintain task flow while 
quickly checking a secondary display. Our results show that 
more glanceable visuals lead to better primary task per-
formance and reaction times. However, improvements are 
small – 248 ms less error time and 872 ms faster reactions 
for the best unlearned renditions (text) over the worst (low-
symbolism). Information workers have been found to re-
ceive 49 emails a day on average [25]. Per day, these im-
provements add up to only 12.2 seconds less primary task 
distraction and 42.7 seconds less time reacting to new 
emails. The time saved is even smaller between different 
learned renditions. These time improvements are not large 
enough to make a real impact on primary task performance 
times in a multitasking situation. (Important to note is the 
fact that we selected renditions that were most successful in 
pretesting, so our study was not set up to find large differ-
ences in qualitative or performance metrics.) 
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However, extra effort may be more important than time 
saved, a theory that is supported by our finding that users 
preferred a rendition set they felt was easier to use – either 
because it was faster or because it made the task “easier” or 
less cognitively demanding. For example, though the per-
formance benefits of text over low-symbolism were small 
(when unlearned), users indicated they might adopt text 
(rated 3.1 on a 5-point scale, on average), but they would 
likely not adopt low-symbolism renditions (1.9). When 
learned, user preferences dropped for the black & white 
pictures from set size 3 to 7, while preferences rose for car-
toon people. A similar trend appears in the adoption ratings 
(Figure 4b): black & white pictures were rated higher than 
the cartoons for set size 3, but the two are not significantly 
different for set size 7. Users explained that with more ren-
ditions to remember, despite slightly better performance 
with the black & white pictures, it was “not as easy to re-
member what icon corresponds with which group of peo-
ple,” while the cartoons were “easy to identify and relate 
with as they pictorially represent the categories.” These 
results imply that small differences in performance or per-
ceived difficulty should be taken seriously, since they can 
affect the effort expended and users’ opinions of a display. 

Glanceable Design: User Preference is Important 
Though we found significant results that show certain char-
acteristics lead to better multitasking performance, our main 
recommendation is to listen to what users want. Our results 
demonstrated that (1) qualitative ratings are correlated with 
performance for unlearned renditions and are indicative of 
perceived effort for all conditions, and (2) qualitative dif-
ferences may be most important since performance differ-
ences were not big enough to outweigh user opinions. 

When users were unfamiliar with renditions, qualitative and 
performance results were parallel – high-symbolism and 
text renditions were best for both. When users learned the 
renditions, low- and high-symbolism renditions led to simi-
lar performance, but low-symbolism resulted in much lower 
ratings. Overall, users preferred a rendition set they felt was 
easier to use – either because it was faster or because it was 
“easiest to remember,” reducing cognitive load. 

Surprises 
Portions of our results surprised us: the simplest renditions 
were not favored; complex renditions were popular; periph-
eral vision alone was used often with learned renditions; 
and the use of certain photos had a negative impact. 

The simplest renditions were not favored. For a small set 
size of learned renditions, we hypothesized that the simplest 
rendition with highly distinguishable features would lead to 
the best performance on all metrics. Colored squares were 
very distinguishable (as we know from heavy use of pe-
ripheral vision alone to identify them), used fewer design 
variables than the black & white pictures, and the two led to 
similar performance. However, users preferred the black & 
white pictures. In fact, though the squares led to slightly 

better performance for larger set sizes (another surprise), 
users still rated them poorly. Users explained: “It is hard to 
remember what color represents what,” despite both fast 
and accurate performance. In essence, users favored mne-
monic value as a deciding factor over ease of perception. 
Low-symbolism renditions may have a harder time gaining 
approval, despite greater visual simplicity. 

Complex renditions led to good user opinions for large set 
sizes. We hypothesized that the simple, high-symbolism 
black & white pictures would be favored for larger set 
sizes. We were very surprised that the complex drawings of 
people were also popular, especially since they were not 
highly discriminable compared to the simpler renditions. As 
presented above, complex renditions did not lead to better 
performance than simple, but qualitative ratings and prefer-
ences rose for complex and fell for simple from set size 3 to 
7. Users explained that complex renditions were easier to 
remember and identify, and “they are the most pleasing to 
look at and not as ‘boring’ as the others.” Our results indi-
cate that extra detail may make renditions more attractive 
and identification easier within large sets. 

Heavy use of peripheral vision and color. It is surprising 
that peripheral vision alone was so prevalently used (33% 
of the time), and that color supported this (80% of colored 
square views were with peripheral vision alone, and color 
was the primary visual difference between renditions in the 
set). Peripheral vision use was beneficial because the sim-
ple renditions that afforded peripheral identification also led 
to less primary task distraction. It is surprising that colored 
squares were most effective in the periphery, since color 
discrimination is poor in peripheral vision, and prior re-
search recommends that color not be used in the periphery 
[6]. The reason our second-monitor position of the periph-
eral display was effective is that people have full color use 
up to 30º from the central fixation area (exact dimensions 
vary in studies, see [12] for a survey). The peripheral dis-
play was about 30º from the primary screen, within color 
vision range. This indicates that color may be effective for 
peripheral displays on dual-monitor systems since they are 
not very far in the periphery, particularly sizeable areas of 
distinct colors like our renditions. In general, our results 
show that if use of peripheral vision is important, simple 
renditions (high or low-symbolism) are best. 

Photos of people led to poor performance and ratings. Of 
all the complex, high-symbolism renditions in the first ex-
periment, we were surprised that photos of people (upper-
right, Figure 1) led to very low performance and qualitative 
ratings. We theorize that models in the photos who were not 
the user’s coworker, family, etc., may have interfered with 
the user’s ability to associate the photos with sender groups. 
There was no interference in associating drawings of people 
or celebrity photos with these groups, perhaps because 
these renditions were more removed from actual likenesses 
of social relations. Also, the photos we used were contained 
within a square so their shape was not as distinctive as the 
illustrations’. Similarly, many colors and shapes (people) 
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are used in the photos so more effort may have been needed 
to distinguish them. Distinctiveness has been shown to be 
an important issue for designers [5, 17]. We believe that 
interference effects are also important to consider when 
choosing photographs to represent certain information, but 
more work is needed to confirm this. 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
Our goal was to inform the design of glanceable visuals, 
which better enable people to monitor secondary tasks 
while multitasking. We conducted two studies to under-
stand what rendition characteristics are most glanceable, 
learned and unlearned, when dividing attention. Our studies 
explored three major tradeoffs in designing glanceable 
visuals: complexity, symbolism, and rendition set size. Our 
main contributions are best practices for the design and 
evaluation of glanceable displays based on empirical and 
qualitative results. We found that high-symbolism only im-
proved performance for unlearned renditions. When few 
renditions were learned, simple renditions improved per-
formance and qualitative ratings. When many renditions 
were learned, simplicity also improved performance, but 
not qualitative ratings. From set size 3 to 7, users’ ratings of 
complex renditions rose and of simple fell enough to make 
differences between them insignificant. Also, though low- 
and high-symbolism renditions led to similar performance, 
low-symbolism resulted in much lower user ratings. We 
argue that since performance differences are small (though 
similar in magnitude to past studies [17]), user opinions 
may be more important. These contributions provide design 
and evaluation knowledge that will enable designers to cre-
ate better peripheral displays to support multitasking. 

In future work, we are interested in applying our design and 
evaluation findings to peripheral displays for email and task 
management (e.g., Scalable Fabric [15]), with which we 
could evaluate the impact of glanceable visuals in the field. 
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